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'Francis Ford Copolla said, "The secret to making a
good movie is getting everyone to make the same
movie." So it is with enterprises and that's what
ontologies do.' Jack Ring
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Pragmatic vs Visionary
• The Visionary
– (as in the JF Kennedy "We choose to go to the
moon ... We do these things not because they are
easy, but because they are hard, because that goal
will serve to organize and measure the best of our
energies and skills ...)
– Bean counters vs Steve Jobs...

• The Pragmatic
– We need to put food on the table!
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No commercial case for ontology
• There is no commercial case for ontology per se.
• Ontology is a tool - one needs to make a case for using this
tool to solve some problem(s).
• Examples of problems:
– Semantic web interoperability
– Legacy modernisation

• One issue is that ‘ontology’ in its many forms has multiple
uses across multiple problems.
– This will NOT sell – you need to pick a use/problem.
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Two types of business case
• Incremental - Doing the same thing better
– Data integration

• Disruptive - Enabling something new
– Siri

• Ontology itself is never the objective
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Some Strategic Areas
• Follow the data trails:
– Volume trail: what’s growing fastest?
– Value trail: what’s worth more?
– Integration trail: where do data flows need to
interface (across industries, legal systems,
disciplines)
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Case in Point - MDM
• Master Data Management is an area where ontologies can play a key role
• By master data management (MDM) we mean those methods and tools
that help us to manage both structured and unstructured data, specifically
the authoritative control values the organization defines
• The purpose of MDM is to provide authoritative control over the collection
and management of data to facilitate access, quality-assurance, traceability,
maintenance and reliability across the organization, and in particular across
all of its many applications
• Master Data Management generally focuses on the core entities of an
organization and defines a standard set of attributes and values for those
entities
– Examples: country, regions, employee ID, organizational unit, business process, strategic
initiatives, products and product lines
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Value of Ontologies to MDM
• Two simple truths
– While every organization may need MDM, not every organization can
afford MDM because it cannot afford a large technical team
– While we’d like every ontology to be universally applicable, a well
developed ontology can be business specific

• An easy win for moving ontologies into the mainstream function in
organizations is to use them to manage the organization’s master
data
• Ontology tools and methods very closely mirror MDM tools and
methods but at a substantially reduced level of investment
• MDM is a way of enticing an organization to consider ontologies
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Who do we need to make our case to?
We need a (slightly) different message for each of the different audiences.
These are categories of people we need to 'Make our Case' to:
(i) Policy Makers / Strategic Decision maker ... convincing them that this is
the strategic direction to go
(ii) Budget Holders / Business Decision Maker ... to get the work funded
(iii) Technology Decision Makers (CIOs, Architects, etc.) ... convincing them
that this is the approach (at a higher level)
(iv) Technology Implementers (engineers and developers) ... convincing them
that this is the approach (at the implementation level)
(v) Users/consumers of the technology ... create the trust and the buzz, as
they will be driving the needs
(vi) Educators ... to produce the people with the right skills to actually do it
(when the market is there)
What are the different (customized) message we need for each of the above
folks?
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"An ontology is like a contract's fine print, one of those things which
require a very precise technical jargon, which you might ignore in many
cases, but which can save your business in critical situations..."
Nicola Guarino
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